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ON PRODUCT ROTATIONAL DISTRIBUTIONS, RELAXATION RATES 
AND CHEMICAL LASER THRESHOLD TKMES 

Received 2 Mav 1979 

A derailed analysis ofchemical laser csperimcnts reveals that threshold times oTgrutin$ selected lines provide ;I 
sensitive criterion for rotational noncquilibrium effects. A computer simulation model of the F i Hz _ HF i H 
chemical laser is used to demonstrate that threshold time measurements can yield accurate quantitatw information 
on product rotalional state distributions and rotational rclaxlltion patterns. To obtain this information threshold 
times have to be marsurcd as :I function of the cuvi~y loss factor or the initial pas mixture. 

1. Introduction 

Chemical laser experinwnts have provided 

detailed inforniation on vibrntional cncrsy partition- 
ing among reaction products and thus compkmcnt- 
ed other approaches such as infrared chcmiluminc- 
scence experiments and classical trajectory etlcula- 

tions. The equal gain. zero gain. grating selection 
and other chemical laser techniques involve. one 
form or another. ofthreshold measurements (for 
reviews. see refs. [i-3]). All these methods rely on 
the assumption that rotational relaxation is com- 
pleted before the attainment of the lasing threshold: 

a buffer gas is usually added to the king mixture in 
order to ensure the validity of this assumption. 
Consequently. no information about the nascent 
rotational populations and their subsequent relaxa- 

tion rates can be extracted from these chemical laser 
experiments. The major objective of this paper is IO 
demonstrate that by extending the measurement of 
threshold times to the rotational nonequilibrium 
regime_ chemical laser cxpcriments can yield detailed 
quantitative information on the rotational distribu- 
tion of nascent reaction products as well as on 
rotational relaxation rates. With the aid of-‘com- 
puter experiments” we shall show that the same 

amount and quality of kinetic information which has 
been obtained from arrested relaxation chcmilumine- 
sccncc experiments (sec. e.g. refs. [4 51) can be 
extracted from threshold time measurcmcnts. 

2. Threshold times and rotational populations 

As it gtiding example in the discussion WC 

consider the 

F i HI ---) HF(u.J) i H (1) 

chemical laser. If a grating is used to sekct specific 
vib-rotationa: (0. J) lines this laser can oscillate on 
both P-branch (u. J - I --t IJ - 1. J) and R-branch. 
(II. J + 1 -+ u - 1. J) transitions [2.0]. In a free 
running system only P-branch lines arc obscrvcd. 
except under extreme conditions of rotational non- 
equilibrium. In this paper only grating selected 
experiments and hence both P- and R-branch 
transitions will be discussed. For the sake of nota- 
tional brevity the mathematical presentation will be 
limited td P-branch transitions. Thus. for exampie. 
we shall use the notation ;(u. J) for the gain coefli- 
cient of the P-brunch transition u. J - I -+ IJ - I. .I 

and o(u. J) for the corresponding cross section for 
stimulated emission. 



For lasing on the II, J - 1 --t u - 1. J line to be 

possible, the gain coefficient should exceed the rate 
of cavity (output and dissipative) losses. l/r, [I. 21, 

:(U. J) = C&J. .!) [lv(fJ. J - 1) 

- (rrJ_ JgJjiVlu - 1. Jj] 2 I/s,. (2 

where r,, is the photon lifetime in the cavity. c is the 
speed or light, tjJ = 25 + 1 is the rotational 
degeneracy and N(o, J) is the u, J-level population 
(number density: molecules/cm3). N(u, J) or in full 
notation N(I), J; r). is a time dependent quantity 
which an be expressed as 

N(u_ J: r! = N(t)P(u. J: fj = N(t)P(u; t)P(J[u; t). (3) 

where N(r) = I,,., Mu. J: I) is the total concentration 
of lasing molecules at time f (in our case N(t) 
= iHF(t)]). P(u, J: L). P(o: t) = E, P(u, J; t) and 
Pt.+: I) = P(u. J: r)/P(u: 1) are. respectively, the 
normalized vib-rotational, vibrational and rotational 
(within u) distributions at time f. N(t) is determined 
only by the overall rate of the pumping reaction (I). 
The time evolution of P(u, J: I) (at pre-threshold 
times) is governed by the interplay between the 
pumping process which generates molecules with the 

nascent distribution P(u, J;O) and the relaxation 
processes which tend to modify this distribution. 

The lasing threshold is reached at the moment 
r = r,, that the population difference grows large 
enough to overcome the losses, that is. when the 
equality in (7) is fulfilled: ;(u, J; &) = I/r,. If, as is 
USU~II~ assumed [2,6] TK_.r < f,, < rv_.r, where T,+~ 
and rv_T are the rotational and vibrational relaxa- 
tion times. re‘spectively. then 

-. P(u, J; f,,,) = P(u:O)P(J~u: .x/3) = P,(u)P&+,, (4) 

where P,(u) is the nascent vibrational distribution 
and 

P&+j = gJ exp [-EJb)/kT]/&(u) (5) 

is the Boltzmann rotational distribution within the 
vibrational manirold u. E,(u) = B,,J(J + I) and Q,(u) 
are the rotational energy and partition function of 
molecules in level u, respectively. T is the rotational- 
translational (“heat bath”) temperature. Combining 
(3). (3) and (4) we find that the threshold condition 
reads 

where 

a,(u. J) E c[T(u. J) [P&)P,(J - I Iv, 

- kh- ,h,)~,(u - I)~,Ulu - III (7) 

is delined as the reduced (or relative) gain coeficient 
for rotationally relaxed populations. 

In Berry‘s detailed chemical laser study [6] ol 
vibrational energy distribution in the F i H,(HD, DJ 
reactions, an inert gas was added in excess to the 
lasing mixture to ensure rotational equilibrium. In 
order to test to what extent this condition has, 
indeed, been achieved, but primarily in order to 
demonstrate the sensitivity of threshold times to the 
tine details of the rotational populations, we turn 
now to examine the applicability of (4) and (6) to the 
experimental results of ref. [6]. The functional form 
of N(r) in this system [6] is determined- by three 
(major) kinetic processes; the production of F atoms 
by flash photolysis of CF,I, the pumping reaction (I) 
and the fast secondary reaction F+CF,I+FI+CF,. 
The time prolile of N(t) has been calculated in the 
framework of a modelling study [7] (see also ref. 
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Fig. I. Threshold times of the u = 2 + 1 band of the HF 
laser for the initial mixture CF,I : Hz : Ar = 1 : 1 :_50 Torr. 
t$’ and r$ denote the threshold times of the R-branch, 
u=~.Jfl-tu=1,JandP-branchu=2,J-I~o 
- I, J transitions, respectively. The origin of the 
experimental time scale is rL\ = 3.07 j0 [6]. a - experi- 
mental [6]; e - computed assuming rotational equilibrium, 
eqs. (6) and (7): D -computed without assumine rotational 
equilibrium. using eqs. (8). (9) and (IO). (The estimated 
experimental error is larger for the R-branch [6].) 



[S]). of the free running esperiments reported in ref. 
[6]. WC have used this N(r) in eq. (6) to dctcrminc 
the threshold times of the various (P- and R-branch) 
transitions. Both pressure and Doppler broadening 
were taken into account in the computation of 

G(I). J). The results. fig. 1. revGil that the difference 
between the experimental threshold times and the 
ones computed via (6) is negligible for the low lying 
J’s but grows very rapidly in the high J region. The 
most reasonable explanation for this behaviour is 
that the rotational equilibrium assumption. eq. (4). 
and consequently (6) are not fully justified for the 

high lying rotational states, despite the high buffer 
gas pressure. (The reliability of N(r) is supported by 
the very good agreement between the experimental 
and numerical results for the free running system 
[7]. Besides. variations in the parameters influencing 
N(t) have not improved the agreement between (6) 
and the grating experiments.) This explanation is in 
line with the experimental [4.9] and theoretical 
[5. IO] evidence for the relatively slow relaxation of 
highly excited rotational levels, see (I I) below. 

II’ the lasing threshold is reached before the 
completion of rotational equilibration (but prior to 
any vibrational relaxation. see section 4 below). the 
threshold condition (6) should be replaced by 

w,,,) (x(~, J; c,,~) = i/r,. (8) 
where 

x(U. J: t) = Cc+. J) [P,(U)P(J - 1 IIJ: f) 

- (y,_ Jg,)P,(u - l)PL+J - I :I)]. (9) 

The time dependence of P(Jlu: I) in the time interval 

0 < t < t,,, is governed by the master equation 

dP(Jlu; t)/dt = R(r)P,(Jlu) - p 2 [k(J-d~o)f’(.J~u: I) 
J’ 

- k(J’ 4 .+)P(J’(u; t,]. (IO) 

where R(t) = k[F] [HJ = dN(t)/dt is the total 
pumping rate; k is the overall rate constant or(l) 

(the reverse process can be neglected). P,(J(u) 

= P(.flu;O) is the nascent rotational distribution 
within u. The second term in (10) represents the 
effects of rotational relaxation. For simplicity it is 
assumed that the R-T rate constants k(J --t J’lu) are 

the same for all collision partners and p is the total 
gas density. (This assumption will be discussed in 

section 4.) We have solved (IO) using esponential 

gap type rate constants [X7-IO] 

(J > J’). (II) 

where ii and C iire known cmpiricill cocficients (see 
ref. [7]); IAJI f 3 transitions were taken into 
account. li(J’ -+ J < J’(v) are given by detailed 
bidancing. 

The threshold times evaluated from (8) after 
solving (IO) for P(./: u. t) are shown in fig. I. The very 
good :lgrcement between the threshold times com- 
puted in this way and the experimental ones confirms 
our previous notion about the incomplete relaxation 
of the high lying J levels. 

Before concluding this section a remark should 
be made regarding an empirical relation between the 
experimental threshold time. f,,,. and the Boltzmann 
gain coefficient (7). It has been shown by Berry [6] 
that for most P2_. ,(.I) and R?_,(J) transitions +(o, J) 
and the experimental r,,J can be related to a good 
approximation by the expression rlJu. J) 
cc exp ( -KC,,,). where h’ is an empirical constant. If 
the rotational equilibrium assumption was lully 
justified then this relation, together with (6), implies 
that N(f) cc exp (K?). Clearly. this expression for N(r) 
cannot be accurate since it does not satisfy the 
boundary conditions N(O) = 0 and N( %) = IV. 
where m is the finite final concentration (determined 
by the initial reactant mixture). Moreover. as 
mentioned above, N(t) is a rather complex function 
[7,8] which cannot be properly approximated by a 
simple exponential. We thus arrive ilt two conclu- 
sions: First. the rotational equilibrium assumption 
or. equivalently, (6) is not accurate; in agreement 
with the above analyses. Second. the empirical 
relation found in (6) is. most likely. due to a rather 
incidental combination of the initial conditions 
determining N(r) and P(J~U: r). 

3. Determination of f’(JI U: t) 

The threshold condition (8), combined with (9) 
and (lo), indicates that the threshold times of a given 
chemical laser system can be controlled by varying 
the cavity loss factor r,,, the total ga density (? or 
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Fig. 1. Threshold times of representative transitions as a function of the cavity loss factor rf (or. equivalently us a function of 
the combined parameter L, see text). The early stages of the relaxation are better resolved m the low pressure case(b). 

the initial reactant mixture which determines N(t) 

or. equivalently. N(t + a) = N(T). (Other param- 
eters. such as the translational temperature T, are of 

less interest in the case of rotational nonequilibrium.) 
The two factors, rp and N(E) can be combined into 
a single parameter L = l/N(.ec)r, by introducing the 
reduced concentration variablej’(r) = N(t)/N(z), 
[j(O) = O.f(.m) = l]. The thresho!d condition (8) 
can thus be rewritten as 

f(C”J) a(o, J; t”J) = I/N(C13)rp = L. (12) 

In the previous section we have used (8), (9) and (LO) 
to.evaluate tUJ. Here we suggest adopting an 
opposite procedure in order to derive P(Jlu; I) from 
threshold time measurements. Prsctically this can be 
achieved by measuring the various t,;s as a function 
of rp, N(n) or, equivalently, L. To demonstrate the 
procedure we have applied it to a “noiseless” system 
realized by il computer simulation model [7] of the 

flash-initiated HF laser described briefly above [6]. 
The “experimental” threshold times provided by the 
computer model for ;1 range ofr, values (equivalently 

N(m) or L) are plotted in tip. 2, for two extreme 
buffer gas pressures, corresponding to the initial 
mixturesCH,I:H,:Ar= 1:1:50Torrand 1:I:O 
Torr. The early stages, when relaxation has hardly 
begun, are resolved in more detail by the low 
pressure results. 

The data in fig. 2 suflice to detqrmine the time 

evolution of P(Jlu; f). The crossing point of the 
horizontal, t = constant, line with a t,, versus l/r, 
curve defines the equation 

J(f) 4% 4 [P,(u)P(J - 1 I& d 

= l/N@)r,(r; u, J), (13) 

where r&t; u, J) [or L(t: u. J) z I/N(co)r,,(t; u, J)], is 
the value of r,,, (L), for which the transition 
u.J-I-u- 1, J reaches threshold at time t. 
Similar equations apply to R-branch lines. We thus 
obtain a set of linear equations for the unknowns 
P(Jlu; t)_ The number of P- and R-branch equations 
together with the normalization conditions 
IX, P(Jlu. t) = 1 is generally larger than the number 
of (significantly populated) levels and thus s&ice for 

determining (and cross checking) all the relevant 
P(J\u’, f)‘s. Note also that a knowledge off(t), or 
equivalently N(f) = j(f) N(a) (which can be 
determined by macroscopic reaction kinetics) is not 
really necessary since it appears as a common factor 
in all the equations and therefore can easily be 
eliminated. The nascent vibrational populations, 
P,(u), are usually known, e.g. from the grating 
selection technique [6] which at high buffer gas 



pressures corresponds to the rotational equilibrium 
limit, P(.f(u; I) = P,(Jlu), of the present procedure. 
[Alternatively. PO(u) can be determined from the set 
of equations (13) which contain more information 
than is necessary for P(Jjo; t).] To demonstrate the 
procedure, consider the evaluation of P(Jlo = 1; t). 
In this case (13) is very simple since P,(u = 0) 

Q P&J = 1) [+, 61. Settins P&u = 0) = 0. we find 

P(J - 1lu;t) a [G(U = I.J)r,(r:u,J)]-‘. (14) 

The proportionality factor. [P& I)j(r) IV(E)]- ‘. is 
known but not necessary since the absolute values OC 
P(Jlu; r) can be determined by the normalization 
condition. The results derived from (14) on the basis 
of the data shown (partially) in fig. ?a, are displayed 
in lig. 3. 

The rotational relaxation curves of li_e. 3 closely 
resemble the results provided by infrared chemi- 
luminescence measurements [4,5 1. In particular we 

Fig. 3. Rotational distribution functions of HF (u = I) 
molecules for various times. Full lines-data obtained by 
solving (13). [or (14)]. for the initial gas mixture 
CF31 : H2 : Ar = 1 : 1: 50 Torr. cf. lig. 21. For comparison. 
also shown are the nascent (I = 0) and Boltzmann (I = z) 
distributions. The dctted line which closely approximates 
the nascent distribution is obtained from the low pressure 
data. CF,I: H,:Ar = I : l:O(at I = 72ps);d. fig. Zb. 

observe that the nascent rotational distribution is 
adequately approximated by the t -t 0 limit of 
P(Jlu: I). The double-peak structure of the inter- 
mediately relaxed populations reflects the rapid 
decrease in the rotational relaxation rate as J 

increases [4.X 7-101. 
The rotational relaxation patterns shown in fig. 3 

can serve as a basis for determining the detailed rate 
constants k(J -+ J’lu). The common procedure is to 
assume a functional form like (I I). and then ‘evaluate 
the parameters (A and C) by solving (10) ;Ind 
optimizing the agreement with the experimental data 
[5, IO]. Another. more fundamental. but practically 
more complicated approach. consists in direct 
inversion. Namely. il’the experimental data on 
P(Jlu; r) [and R(r)] are sufficiently detailed so that 
P(J(o: r), dP(J[u; r)/dt and R(r)P,(J[u) are known for 
many instants of time f. then (10) yields a system ol 
linear equations from which the (time independent) 
unknown k(J -+ J’: u) can be evaluated. 

4. Discussion and summary 

The aim of the analysis presented in the previous 

sections was to demonstrate that the time required 
to reach threshold in chemical lasers may not sul’lice 
for complete rotational relaxation in the high ./ 
regime. even at high buffer gas pressures. Similar 
conclusions were reached in other studies 17. I I]. 
Based on these notions, it was argued that the extent 
of rotational relasation may be further diminished 
by reducing the buffer gas pressure and/or by 

varying the parameter L. cf. (12). thereby revealing 
different stages in the time evolution of P(J)o. r). 
fig. 3. The procedure proposed for evaluating 
P(J)u, I) utilizes the fact that chemical laser threshold 
times are sensitive to the line details of the vib- 
rotational populations, lig. 1. The method suggested 
may complement other techniques like infrared laser 
fluorescence [9d] and double resonance [9a, b]. For 
example. threshold time measurements for the high 
J region can complement the de&led (and species 

selected) rotational relaxation data obtained in 

double resonance studies for the low ./ region. 
Our analysis involved several simplifying 

assumptions. The two most important ones were: 
(a) The assumption that the vibrational distribution. 



P(o), is practically identical to the nascent distribu- 

tion, P,(u), at pre-threshold times, cf. (9). (b) The 
effects of various species on the rotational relaxation 

of a _eiven J level were represented by a single rate 

constant k(J j J’lu, 7). Hence, this effective rate 

constant may vary from one reaction mixture to 

another. 
The rate constants for vibrational energy transfer 

are sometimes larger than those for rotational 
energy transfer. especially in the high J regime. For 

example, the cross sections for V-V and V-R-T 

transfer in HF-HF collisions [II] are known to be 

very large and may exceed k(J + J’lu) for high J 

levels. However, detailed kinetic iuulyses [7. 131 of 
the F + Hz syst6m revcal that the effects of V-V and 

V-R.T processes on P(u) arc negligible during the 

short time interval between the beginning of the 
pumping process and the attainment of the king 

threshold. The reason for that is the,very low HF 

concentration at this time interval. Thus although 
the V-y, R, T rate constants are lag. the absolute 

rates are small. On the other hand, V-R. T and V-V 

processes may play a major role in other chemical 

laser systems. e.g.. the CIFJH, [I31 and the 

CH,CHF photo-elimination [14] lasers. Clearly. in 

such cases the procedure suggested above for 

determining P(Jlu, C) is inadequate. (In principle. one 

may extend (IO) to include the variations of P(u) but 

then the procedure becomes cumbersome.) 

Every term in the sum in (11) can be decomposed 

Xi 

i 

where xi = pi/,0 is the molar fraction of species i. 

A _given reaction mixture isi). thus determines an 

average rate constant k(J -+ J’lu). Hence. the kies can 

be evaluated by determining !i for several reaction 
mixtures, as was done for example in double- 
resonance studies [9;1]. In practice the situation may 
be less complicated. For instance. in the F + H, 
system which was used as ii model in our analysis 

the HF concentration at pre-threshold times is 

ne&iblc: [HF] = IO-‘[H,] = 2 x 10-JIAr] for 

the high buffer gas pressure case [6.7]. At low buffer 

gas pressures both HF-Hz and HF-HF collisions 

must be taken into account. 

Based on the observation that the vib-rotational 

threshold times are sensitive to the detailed structure 

of the rotational distribution, we have proposed to 

extend the application of chemical laser methods to 

the rotational nonequilibrium regime. Computer 

experiments have been carried out in order to 

demonstrate the scope and the nccuracy of the 

proposed method. Of course, only real experiments 

can reveal the feasibility of our proposals. 
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